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ABSTRACT

      Signatures are used everyday to authorize the
transfer of funds for bank cheques, credit cards, legal
documents and others.  Forgeries on banking and
business transactions amount to a large sum of
money every year.  Although the cashier sometimes
can spot the forgeries, it is not cost effective to check
the forgeries manually.   Hence, if automated
verification is available, this will certainly benefit the
customers and promote Electronic Commerce.   Thus
handwritten signature verification system can play
an important role in future reading system [1].  It is a
worthy and challenging area of further investigation
[2].  This paper discusses the neural network models
and thus identifies suitable model for on-line
Handwritten Signature Verification.  Such a model is
implemented and the performance of the neural
network model is evaluated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Electronic authentication became a major issue
as transaction through Internet  such as electronic
commerce have became a new way of doing business
[3]. Electronic authentication technologies such as
digital signatures have been used to improve
security for banking and business transactions.  A
digital signature is a string of bits that uniquely
represents another string of bits that is formed using
a combination of software techniques and

cryptography based on a secret value known only
to the signer [4].  On the other hand, electronic
signature is defined as the string of bits that digitally
represents a handwritten signature captured by
computer system when human applies it on an
electronic pen pad connected to the system.  In this
paper, the electronic signature is referred to as the
handwritten signature.

Handwritten recognition has a good potential
in industrial applications, medical, Internet services,
banking, shopping and many more.  In addition to
existing technology, handwritten recognition
(particularly using pen digitizer) has the potential in
replacing keyboard as input device, replacing mouse
for drawing and dragging icons, promote security
with signature verification and vanished the barriers
between users and computer by promoting
interactive interactions between them.

Handwritten recognition can be divided into two
categories based on how the input was presented to
the system, namely on-line recognition and off-line
recognition ([5] and [6]).  For on-line recognition,
data was captured on-line and the recognition is
performed immediately after the data was entered.
On-line data was captured via electronic pen and
the digitizer that produces the electronic ink of the
character or word been written on the tablet.  The
character is recorded digitally and the temporal
information could be stored in database for future
used [7].

Off-line recognition usually referred to the data
collected in off-line environment.  The data is
presented on a piece of paper and the digital camera
or digital scanner is used to read the character and
convert it to a digital form.  Most of the off-line data
cannot be recognized immediately as they were
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written.  The comparison between on-line and off-
line recognition system is summarized in Table 1.

Handwritten recognition could be implemented
to recognize any character in any language such as
Chinese, Japanese and Korean character [8].  It has
been proven to be successful in recognizing Kanji
character ([9] and [10]).  The recognition depends
on the ability of the recognition system to minimize
the recognition error [11].  Most of the previous and
current studies on handwritten recognition focused
on finding the best approaches to recognize the
handwritten character.

Table 1: Comparison between On-line and Off-line
recognition

On-line Recognition Off-line Recognition 
Use on-line data. Use off-line data. 
On-line data contains temporal 
information about the 
character. 

Off-line data contains static 
information about the character. 

On-line data is separate by time 
difference of the writing. 

Off-line data is two-dimensional 
and spaced ordered. 

The data is captured by the 
digitizer. 

Usually device such as digital 
camera and digital scanner is used 
to convert data to digital. 

The recognition could be 
performed immediately after 
the data was captured. 

Most of the recognition could not 
be performed immediately after 
the data being captured. 

 

Figure 1 shows the handwritten word
was recognized as “Maklumat” .  The word was
divided into eight cluster.  Each cluster represent a
single character.  However, there are problems in
recognizing the word as it is mixed with cursive and
discrete type.

" " 

 

Figure 1: Recognizing “Maklumat”

Discrete type character usually easier to
recognize as they are separated by space.   In cursive
type,  characters are connected to each other.   Word
“klu” from “Maklumat” (Figure 1) could be
recognized as “kw”  (Figure 2) as well.   This problem
could cause syntax error as the “Maklumat”  is
recognized as “Makwmat”.   The recognizer cannot
distinguish the different between “Maklumat” and
“Makwmat”.  To avoid such a problem, some
recognizer was develop using dictionary [12] and
large vocabulary [13].

 
Figure 2: "klu" from "Maklumat" could be recognize 

as "kw" 

The transaction through Internet required a fast
transaction, therefore the cash is not suitable.   Hence
credit card or plastic money was introduced.
However, the security problem occurred as the
transaction is done on-line.  The credit card number
as the transaction key would easily intercept by the
hackers.  Such activities would discourage users
from performing transactions through the Internet.

The digital signature was introduced to control
the on-line transactions.  It was produced with a
combination of software and cryptographic
techniques.  The secrecy of digital signature depends
on three factors, namely the secrecy of the secret
value (Ks), the integrity of the public value (Kp) and
the cryptographic strength of the digital signature
algorithm (fs) [13].  However there are several
security concerns regarding the secrecy of digital
signature, namely human error, storage and backup
and breaking the codes.

      As the security is an important issue in digital
signatures, new technology should be explored to
promote high security in electronic transactions.  It
is worth to explore handwritten signature as the
security  tool; to replace or to combine with digital
signature [4].  Table 2 describe the differences
between handwritten signature and digital signature
[13].

Table 2: Differences between handwritten
signature and digital signature

Handwritten signature Digital signature 
Biologically related with an 
individual.  

Bind signatures to individuals 
through technical and procedural 
mechanisms. 

Controlled by that individual. Applied by a computer  
commanded by the signer. 

Forgeries detection done by the 
expert. 

Detected by the computer. 

Data integrity is week. Data integrity is much stronger. 
Can be witnessed.  Can be notarized. 
Can be used for verification as 
long as it is in good condition. 

Limited to certain time or the 
evolution of cryptographic 
technique. 

Secure against repudiation. Required third party time-
stamping to augment their non-
repudiation security service. 

Suitable for any level of 
security. 

Vary widely in the strength of the 
security they offer.  

Simple and easy to understand. Complex and hard to understand. 
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      [4] identifies three main factors that governed
the security of digital signature, namely the secrecy
of the secret value, the integrity of the public value,
and the cryptographic strength of the digital
signature algorithm.  These three factors influence
the security of on-line services that use the digital
signature.  The secrecy of the secret value depends
on several other factors such as its composition, the
rightful owner and the system used.  There always a
case where the rightful owner given away their
numbers to other people (assumed to be trusted).
This trusted one uses the numbers without
acknowledging the real owner.  When the owner
realizes, the transaction has been done and he has
to take the responsibility and pay for the transaction.
In the second factor, the public value is digitally
representing the identity of the signer.  If the value
is compromised by the perpetrator then the integrity
of the signed message becomes questionable.

The digital signature algorithm is used to
generate the unique digital signature form the given
input.  The cryptographic strength of the digital
signature algorithm helps to avoid the perpetrator
or hackers from interfering the signed document.
However, the security of the signed document is
questionable.  If something went wrong with any
factor mention above, the digital signature would
not be reliable to secure the transactions.   A new
method or approach needs to be explored to
overcome the weaknesses of digital signature.  One
possible approach is to combine a digital signature
with handwritten signature in order to minimize or at
least overcome the shortcoming of both techniques.
Handwritten signature is a name of an individual,
written in script by that individual [14].  In
conjunction with the combined methods, a high
assurance document integrity system can be
achieved.  As a human signature is a behavioural
attribute of a person, the imitation of signature is a
very difficult process.  This paper discuses the
models that are suitable for on-line handwritten
signature verification system.  Several models will
be chosen and the model that obtains the highest
generalization performance, lower false acceptance
rate  and false rejection rate will be recommended to
be incorporated in the verification system.

2.0 OVERVIEW OF HANDWRITTEN
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
SYSTEMS

      Handwriting is an art that represents different
characteristic of an individual.   Any two writing in

the same language that based on the same writing
system, naturally have similarities [15].  This
assumption encourages researchers from all over the
world to study the suitable algorithm to represent
and recognize the handwriting. The most common
approaches are Statistics, Neural Networks, Fuzzy
Logic and Genetic Algorithm.   Some of the
approaches were combined to form the hybrid
system.

Handwritten signatures that is signed on a piece
of paper has been used as an authentication tool.
The uses of signature have been recorded in the
Talmud (fourth century), complete with security
procedures to prevent the alteration of documents
after  they are signed (see [13]).  To date, with
advances in computer and hardware technology,
handwritten signature can be recorded electronically
(also called electronic signature). New findings have
been reported since 1989, with enhancement in ideas,
concepts and algorithm [16].  One of the recent
techniques implemented in handwritten signature
verification system is using neural networks.   [17]
employed feedforward network with
backpropagation learning algorithm in their study
to off-line handwritten signature verification.  The
study indicates 2% rejection of genuine signatures
with 2% acceptance of forgeries.  Neural networks
was also employed by [18] for signature verification
on cheques.  They combine two neural networks
model, Kohonen Map and Multilayer perceptron to
perform the cooperation tasks in the recognition
systems.   [19] developed Penacée (system for
recognizing on-line handwriting) with a multi-modular
architecture by incorporating Time Delay Neural
Networks (TDNN).  This system outperforms the
existing commercial system with 80% of forgeries
correctly detected and 5% rejecting the genuine
signature.

      Word recognition system is much difficult to
develop as the word consist of a string of characters,
where each character might be connected to each
other.  [20] used automatic detection of generic
handwriting style to counteract the problem.  The
data was pre-processed and neural networks
techniques such as Kohonen Map is used to obtain
a finite list of prototypical strokes. In the next
processing level, the strokes codes are classified as
letters by probabilistic stroke transition network.

TDNN was shown to be successful in character
recognition research ([21] and [22]).   A Multi State
Time Delay Neural Network (MS-TDNN) which is
an extension of  TDNN was employed in on-line
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cursive handwriting recognition ([7] and [23]).  The
network combine the high accuracy character
recognition of a TDNN with non-linear time alignment
procedure.   The study shows that MS-TDNN is
capable to learn and finding stroke and character
boundaries in handwritten words and perform the
classification with high recognition performance.
On-line handwriting recognition could also be
perform during the data entry [24].

[12] combine TDNN with Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) to handle variety of writing styles
including cursive script [25] and hand-print.  TDNN
was used to estimate a posteriori probabilities for
characters in word [22].  The word were segmented
and optimized by HMM  using the dictionary.  HMM
could also be combined with other neural networks
model such as Radial Basis Function (RBF) [26].

The neural networks models that have been
implemented in handwriting and handwritten
signature verification is summarized in Table 3.

Table 3:  Summary neural network models usage in
handwriting and handwritten signature verification

Model Literature  
Feedforward network 
with backpropagation 

[17] 

Time Delay Neural 
Network (TDNN) 

[27], [19] and [22] 

Multi State Time Delay 
Neural Network (MS-
TDNN) 

[7] and [23] 

Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNN) 

[28] 

Kohonen Map [29], [20] and [18] 
Multilayer Perceptron 
(MLP) 

[18] 

Adaptive Resonance 
Theory (ART) 

[30] 

 

On-line signature verification has several
advantages when compared with other verification
system such as face recognition, fingerprint
recognition and retina and iris scanning.  Some of
the advantages of on-line signature verification are
listed as follows:
• The verification system can only be applied

when human is conscious.
• It is a natural evolution from handwritten

signature on paper to electronic digitizer tablet.
• Forging and electronic signature is more difficult

then a fingerprint.

3.0  METHODOLOGY

      The handwritten signature verification system
consists of three main modules: the data acquisition,
preprocessing and neural recognizer modules.  The
data acquisition module involves the capturing of
digital signatures and the handwritten signatures.
The digital signature is used as a verification phase
prior to capturing the handwritten signatures.   The
first tasks of handwritten signature verification
system involves obtaining raw data.  Data could be
divided into two categories depending on how the
data was collected whether,  on-line data or off-line
data [6].   On-line data usually collected using the
digitizer (Figure 3).  When the pen  touches the tablet
surface, the data is captured and stored in the
database.  On-line data is preferable as the temporal
information about the handwritten signature is still
available [7].

      Off-line data usually captured using the digital
camera or the scanner (Figure 4).  In this case, the
dynamic information of the signature is not available.
However, there exists  techniques to retrace the
handwritten signature and collect the dynamic
information.  The tracing involves hierarchical
decision making for stroke identification and ordering
based on the heuristic rules  [31].   In  some cases,
the signature is mixed with the background patterns
particularly the signature on the cheque.  This
problem could be solved using the technique
proposed by [32] .

 

 
Figure 3: Digitizer used to captured the signature 

 

 
Figure 4:  Scanner used for off-line data 

 
  In this study, on-line data was collected using the
digitizer (see Figure 3) and presented as a string of
coordinates (x,y).  The coordinates were then pre-
processed to eliminate noise ([11] and [33])  that
could reduce the data quality and reduce recogni-
tion performance [34].   The smoothing was per-
formed to reduce the noise (see Figure 5) caused by
the erratic hand motion and inaccuracies of the digi-
tizer [27].
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(a) Character "o" (b) Unexpected noise in "o" 
Figure 5: Character "o" with noise 

 
      The smoothed data was further preprocessed to
select the attributes (see Figure 6).   The attributes
selected are the unique representation that
represents the signature.  Previous surveys in the
fields of on-line signature verification has shown
that most system can be classified in two principal
methods: those using function as features and those
dealing with parameters.  In the first method, the
complete signals (for example positions, velocity,
acceleration, etc.) are considered as, or are
represented by, mathematical time function whose
value directly constitute the features sets.  In the
second method, the parameters are referred as
features that are computed from the measured signals
[35].  The system in this study adopted the first
method as suggested by [36].

 

Figure 6 : Preprocessing stages

It was reported in the literature that many kind
of relevance attributes could be selected from the
signature [37].   For the purpose of this study, only
nine attributes will be used [38] viz.:
• Total time
• Number of zero crossings in x-velocity
• Number of zero crossings in y-velocity
• Number of zero crossings in x-acceleration
• Number of zero crossings in y-acceleration
• Number of zero values in x-acceleration
• Number of zero values in y-acceleration
• The overall pen-up time
• Overall path length

The attributes are then normalized, so that all
the attribute value is in the range 0 and 1.  Each
signature is normalized simply by dividing each
parameter by the parameter that has the largest value
for particular pattern [39].

Several characteristics are identified to
distinguish between the true signature and the
forged ones.  The forged signatures can be identified
by a few factors such as ([13] and [15]):

• Written slower then the genuine signatures.
• Frequent change of the grasp of pencil or pen.
• Blunt line endings and beginnings.
• Retracing and patching.
• Stops in places where writing should be free.

In order to train the neural networks models, the
forgeries data need to be included in the learning
and test sets ([17] and [15]).  The forgeries are created
by obtaining forged signatures which resemble the
genuine signature, written freehand to produced
what is known as a “simulated forgeries”.   The
forged signatures were also obtained from forged
“signatures of fictitious person”.   Other forgeries
were collected from forged signatures where no
attempt has been made to make a copy of the genuine
signature of the person purporting to sign the
document.

      The complete architecture for the handwritten
signature verification system is illustrated in Figure
7.  Once the digital signature is verified, the
handwritten signature is captured using the digitizer.
The signatures will be pre-processed before they
are stored in the database.  The data will be divided
into three sets, namely the training, validation and
test sets.  Once the signatures are trained using the
neural recognizer, the neural network models will be
evaluated using the test set.  The generalization
performance, the false acceptance rate (FAR) and
false rejection rate (FRR) will be calculated to assess
the performance of the networks [18].
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 Figure 7 : System Architecture

4.0  RESULTS

The evaluation of the performance of the
handwritten signature verification is a difficult task.
The result depends to a great extends on the
characteristic of genuine signature used for training
and also on the quality of forgeries used for the test.
To evaluate the performances of a verification
system, two rates generally computed: the false
rejection rate (FRR) and the false acceptance rate
(FAR) (see [17], [18], [40], and [41]).  For general
acceptance, FRR should be no more than 0.5% and
no more than 20% FAR on forgeries (Nelson et al.,
1994).  Cardot et al. (1994) suggested that the FRR
or FAR must be below a desired rate,  for instance
FAR is lower than 1%.

Several neural networks models and a statistical
model were utilized in the experiments.  The results
are presented in Table 4.  Two neural networks models
achieved 100% generalization performances.
Comparing the Multilayer Perceptron (single hidden
layer) with the Radial Basis Functions, the first model
need to be trained only up to 96.3% to achieve 100%
generalization.   However, Radial Basis Function
networks are faster to train than Multilayer
perceptron [39].  On the other hand RBF network are
not suitable to be used for larger applications ([39]

and [26]).  Therefore, in this case Multilayer
Perceptron is preferable to Radial Basis Function
networks.

      The results presented in Table 4 also indicate
that for the individual signatures (30 genuine out of
90 signatures) yield at most 5.88% FRR.  The results
also imply that all models do not produce any FAR.
In verification system, it is important to produce low
FAR because this will ensure that the system will
not allow the unauthorized users to have access into
the system.

Table 4: The generalization performance of neural
network and a statistical models on handwritten
signature.

Model Training 
(%) 

Testing 
(%) FAR FRR 

Multilayer 
Perceptron (MLP) 
(9-20-1, learning 
rate = 0.8, 
momentum = 0.1) 

96.3 100 0 0 

Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) 
(9-20-1, 
Euclidean, Spline 
Functions) 

100 100 0 0 

Bayesian Network 
(3-5 hidden units) 98.15 94.44 0 5.88 

Regression 96.3 94.44 0 5.88 
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5.0 CONCLUSION

      The advantages of neural networks are that they
can be trained to recognize signatures and their
characteristics are such that they could be used to
classify signatures as genuine or forged as a function
of time through a retraining process based on recent
signatures.  Their primary disadvantage is often the
large number of specimens required to ensure that
the networks does in fact learn.

      The detection of handwritten signature forgery
depends on the skill of the examiner.  Many
handwritten forgery attempts will not be detected
until after action is taken on the basis of the suspect
signature (e.g., after the cheque is cashed).  Due to
the cryptographic nature of digital private signature
key has been compromised, or control of the signing
mechanism has been seized.  In these cases,
distinguishing between a valid and invalid digital
signature may be impossible, even for a computer
forensics specialist. Handwritten signatures are
inherently secured against repudiation (again, to the
extent of the skill of the document examiner), whereas
digital signatures require third party time-stamping
to augment their non-repudiation security service.

      At all times, handwritten signatures can be
verified, whereas digital signatures will likely become
unverifiable after ten years or so due to data
processing equipment and cryptographic standards
obsolescence, certificate expiration, and other
factors. Digital signatures vary widely in the strength
of the security services they offer, depending on the
certificate policy associated with the signer.
Although digital signature technology and
handwritten signature have both emerged from two
separate technological fields, they are now starting
to converge to meet the common objectives of
assuring information integrity and authenticity [4].
It seems unlikely that handwritten signature will fully
replace digital signatures in the foreseeable future.
To this end, the combination between handwritten
and digital signature will inevitably improve the
security for on-line transactions.

The experiment conducted in this study reveals
that neural networks approaches to handwritten
signature verification system achieved better results
than statistical approach.  Although, different types
of signatures forgeries have been incorporated in
the training and test data, the generalization obtained
reaches 100%.  This indicate that neural networks
approach is one of the most promising technique to

be used in conjunction with digital signature for
handwritten signature verification system.
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